Electrical power systems
From optimal design to operational excellence

- Enhance your network reliability
- Minimize the total cost of ownership
- Secure your electrical environment
- Extend the lifetime of your network equipment
Operators of industrial and public electricity grids face an increasingly challenging task. They must guarantee the operational reliability of ageing and progressively more complex networks, all while saving on maintenance and exploitation costs.

More and more industries and public life rely on high performance electrical networks. Incidents and/or aberrations in quality often result in incalculable costs. These include, among other things, production downtime, damaged installations, financial penalties, loss of data, and ageing of critical components. Moreover, these do not take into account the many hidden costs such as harmonics that accelerate the ageing of transformers.

At the same time, operation of electrical networks is rapidly becoming more complex due to the accelerating rise of non-linear loads (such as power electronics) and decentralized energy resources.

Against the background of the increasing demand for lifetime extension and operational cost savings, it means a huge challenge for grid operators and asset managers.
Laborelec helps industry, the tertiary sector and grid operators achieve operational excellence within their electrical network. We advise on both the design and exploitation processes because we believe that the harmonious match between these two factors is paramount for maximum performance at the lowest cost.

What differentiates us?

• **Our expertise covers all types of electrical networks.**
  We are experienced with distribution grids and electrical grids for industry and the tertiary sector at low, medium, and high voltages.

• **Our recommendations aim to minimize total cost of ownership.**
  All recommendations made come with a reliable cost/benefit analysis. We support you in making the right investment decisions without incurring extra or hidden operational or maintenance costs.

• **Our solutions are quickly realized and made to last.**
  In the event of an incident, our team makes every effort to enable you to resume safe operations as rapidly as possible. They will always seek to unravel the cause so that they can help you avoid similar incidents in the future.

• **Our advice is firmly rooted on solid technical grounds.**
  Our renowned ability to make accurate diagnoses is the result of state-of-the-art measurements, meticulous calculations, and advanced modelling tools, and our experience in correctly interpreting these results.

• **We provide you with solutions, not just measurement logs.**
  We can call upon our vast expertise and decades of experience with complex electrical networks. When necessary, we can rely on our colleagues from other disciplines for correct diagnoses and effective recommendations.
Optimize your concept
Include safety and continuity in the initial design

The best basis for a reliable, safe, and cost-effective exploitation is an optimal initial design of your electrical network. That means calculating the right dimensions of all parts as well as the best protection strategy. It also means keeping harmonic and asymmetric load flows under control and tuning a plant to maintain the quality of the local supply. Laborelec technical experts advise you on new networks and extensions in all development phases of your project. That includes a smooth handover to the exploitation team.

**Preliminary studies and detailed design**
The initial design of your network should minimize investment costs without inducing unwanted exploitation risks or hidden operational costs. During our study of the design concept, Laborelec experts consider, among other things, expected maintenance costs, energy efficiency, safety risks, and ageing of key components in your network. Our advice includes:

- Dimensioning (sources, cables, linear and non-linear loads, filters, etc.)
- Electrical load flow simulation
- Protection strategy
- Immunization
- Dynamic modelling
- Harmonic load flow simulation
- Main signalling influences
- Zero measurement study
- Thermal resistivity calculations for cables
- Medium voltage component choice
- Performance monitoring

**Specifications**
The price-driven purchase of electrical components, even when compliant with actual standards, can often not be the best option from the total cost of ownership perspective. Finding the optimal specifications for your network requires a unique depth of experience with complex networks and their specific components. You can rely on our manufacturer-independent advice on materials, best practices, and available techniques.
**Implementation**

Manufacturer defaults are not tuned to the specific design of your network or to the power quality of the distribution network. Before start-up, Laborelec audits all settings and tunes them for safe and reliable operation to your specific situation.

**Hand-over to operations**

A correct and comprehensive hand-over procedure to the exploitation department guarantees continuity and safety during the operations to follow. Laborelec bridges the project team with the exploitation team by:

- Validation measurements (power quality, including power frequency, supply voltage amplitude, flicker, supply dips/swells, voltage interruptions, unbalance, harmonics, interharmonics)
- Permanent monitoring of power quality and performance
- Validating conformity with applicable standards

**New loads**

Integrating new loads into your network, especially non-linear loads, requires in-depth study and expertise. Laborelec calculates the optimal electrical protection and dimensioning parameters and determines how to maintain the power quality inside and outside your network. We advise you on the right design adaptations and immunization techniques.

**Your advantages**

- **An effective design, optimized in all aspects.** Thanks to our multidisciplinary capability, you benefit from a holistic approach that at once considers all dimensioning, electrical protection, and power quality issues.
- **Optimally tuned for safety, reliability, and life span.** We tune your parameter settings to achieve optimal balance of all operational aspects that are important for your specific situation.
- **Lowest total cost of ownership.** You obtain a design that balances investment costs with reliable predictions of operation costs, including inefficient use of energy, hidden costs of maintenance, safety risks, ageing, and incidents.
For new and/or extended networks: detailed assessment

The first step to higher network performance is obtaining an accurate picture of its true status. This is especially useful when initiating exploitation of new or changed networks. Laborelec assesses your electrical network and benchmarks it to standards and best practices. We can advise you on:

- Compliance with national and international standards
- Power quality levels inside and outside your network
- Effectiveness of your electrical protection (safety and selectivity)
- Energy transmission efficiency (eliminating dissipated power due to joule losses)
- Dimensioning parameters

We provide you with a comprehensive report including calculation results and recommendations for improvements. This report is based on calculations and modelling with a tool that can simulate all types of industrial equipment, from any major manufacturer. We also take care of updating your safety documentation, a key factor in today’s evermore-stringent legislative and regulatory climate.

Optimal lifespan: permanent monitoring

Permanent monitoring provides you with essential information to uncover unsuspected deviations in your network performance. Laborelec knows exactly what parameters to monitor in your specific situation. We are accredited to carry out a broad range of electrical measurements and have the appropriate high quality monitoring devices. However, we do not overwhelm you with meaningless data overload. We interpret the measurement results and provide you with useful expert analyses. You obtain a clear overview and feasible recommendations, tailored to your situation and budget constraints.
Smooth exploitation: trouble shooting

You need to resume operations as quick as possible after an event and be fully assured that a similar incident will not happen in the future if the correct preventive steps are taken. Because causes are very often multiple and diverse, Laborelec studies and then analyzes the matter to ensure that all possible causes are correctly identified. Thanks to our multidisciplinary approach, we can investigate all aspects of every problem. We rely on sophisticated measuring equipment, advanced calculation tools, and our huge reservoir of experience to correctly interpret the results. We provide you with concrete recommendations to solve and prevent the problem in the future.

Your advantages

• Cost savings and penalty prevention.
  Accurate monitoring enables you to identify aberrations and to take corrective actions before a problem occurs. You avoid accelerated ageing, overheating, failures, and even production stoppages.

• Rapid and safe resumption of operations, with long-term peace of mind.
  The solution to your problem is quickly realized while you can be assured that no new or hidden operational incidents are introduced.

• Well-founded exploitation strategy.
  Accurate trending is invaluable for guaranteeing the reliability of your network, whether you opt for a time-based or condition-based maintenance strategy.
Complex measurements and monitoring
Core competency

Be assured of proper measurements, conducted in the approved manner, and translated into meaningful conclusions.

How?
• We listen to your problem. We do not try to sell you a one-size-fits-all measurement campaign.
• We determine and define the most appropriate and most effective measurement strategy: the right measurements at the right time.
• We conduct all measurements in the approved manner, with equipment that enables logging data at very high sampling frequencies.
• We analyse the results and conduct in-depth calculations and/or simulations.

We conduct complex voltage, current, and power measurements in low, medium, and high voltage electrical networks and industrial plants. These include waveforms, Root-Mean-Square (RMS) values, harmonics, voltage imbalance between phases, frequency, power (P, Q, S, and D), Cos phi and power factor, flicker, and much more.

What?
• Root cause analysis
• Short and long-term power quality monitoring
• Online monitoring and trending
• Electrical fingerprint of equipment (start currents, harmonic impedance, etc.)
• Validation of simulation models
• Performance monitoring of renewable energy sources

Why Laborelec?
• Assured of the most effective measurement strategy, adapted to your precise situation
• Correct interpretation of measurement results thanks to decades of on-site and advanced laboratory expertise
• Certified and accredited for laboratory and on-site measurements, state-of-the-art measurement equipment, and cutting-edge calculation software
Rely on models that are continuously approved and validated with genuine and meaningful data.

**How?**
We build and validate models of your network or plant and use the most advanced simulation tools available:
- NEPLAN®, linked with MATLAB® and Simulink® for dynamic modelling
- 3EI.bt®
- VISION PowerNet

Based on reliable, non-generic, load profiles, we precisely and rapidly predict the electrical behaviour of even the most sophisticated and complex networks.

**What?**
- Design concept optimization and dimensioning
- Impact prediction of changes in the internal electrical network and loads
- Energy efficiency improvement (correct sizing of cables and components)
- Electrical protection audit
- Increasing effectiveness of measurement campaigns

**Why Laborelec?**
- Precise and rapid simulation results, based on our own validated models and updated load profiles
- Modelling of any type of industrial equipment from virtually any manufacturer or brand in general use
- Comprehensive report with infractions and recommendations, underpinned by solid calculation methodologies
How?
Laborelec tunes your protection parameters to the optimum balance between:
• The safety of people and processes
• The reliability of your network
• The lifespan of your installation

We assess your protection scheme according to the highest safety standards and best practices:
• I.E.C. (International standard)
• AREI/RGIE (Belgian regulation)
• NEN 1010 (Dutch standard)
• NFC15-100 (French standard, UTE 15L-609 certified)
• VDE (German standard)
• RO 64-003 (CENELEC Busbar trunking standard)

We also advise you on achieving the appropriate selectivity of your security relays in order to ensure immediate isolation of a defective installation without unnecessarily switching off other productive portions of your network.

What?
• Design
  > New plants
  > Changes in internal electrical networks or loads
  > Purchasing protection equipment
• Completion
  > Tuning parameter settings according to the highest safety and selectivity practices
• Exploitation
  > Preventive selectivity study of electrical protection scheme
• Trouble shooting
  > Root cause analysis
  > Evaluation of your protection strategy performance

Why Laborelec?
• In-depth knowledge of all types of equipment, independent from manufacturers
• Critical eye on manufacturer’s defaults thanks to decades of experience with complex electricity grids
• Advanced tools for precise and rapid optimization calculations
Discover a partner that combines a highly advanced level of research activities with real life day-to-day field experience.

**How?**
Laborelec advises on all aspects of the grids in our future:
- Predicting the interaction between distributed energy resources (such as wind turbines, micro-cogeneration, photovoltaic systems, and electrical storage) and the grid
- Assuring quality and security of supply
- Keeping balancing costs under control
- Demand side management (load balancing)
- Intelligent electricity grids
- Smart metering

Laborelec developed and patented the Demand Power Management System (DPMS), a proven method for dynamic load control in electrical networks:
- We were the first to resolve the conflict between stable power supply and flexible energy use
- We enable both the reduction of load during high-demand hours (peak shaving) and the shifting of peak loads to (lower cost) low-demand hours (peak shifting)
- We successfully designed and implemented the world’s first self-supporting, zero-emission, scientific research facility in Antarctica

**What?**
- New connections of distributed energy resources and modern applications (such as heat pumps and electric vehicles)
- Remaining compliant with changing grid codes
- Lowering your electricity bill (load balancing)

**Why Laborelec?**
- Real field experience with future grid components
- Advanced modelling tools and up-to-date load profiles for distributed energy resources
- Vast experience with complex distribution networks
To obtain operational excellence, you have to be able to rely on the unbiased and neutral advice of an experienced partner. You must be certain that the measurements conducted by your partner are appropriate, that continuity and safety is guaranteed during on-site measurement campaigns, and that they are able to tackle complex, multidisciplinary electricity problems.

Dedicated to your problems
Our experts approach your questions and problems with an open mind. They listen carefully to your story and map your specific situation in an appropriate level of detail.

Independent and neutral
We are independent from all manufacturers. The wide range of technical disciplines and measurement techniques we have mastered enable us to choose the most appropriate approach to solving your problems.

Multidisciplinary team but a single point of contact
You need a sustainable solution, not a fragmented dossier of hypotheses. Laborelec assigns a single point of contact, who calls in the right in-house experts from a wide variety of disciplines. They work as a team to achieve an immediate and long-lasting solution.

Guaranteed on-site safety
All of our on-site measurements and interventions follow strict QA and VCA safety standards. We guarantee correct and safe measurements at all voltage levels.
Certified and recognized

Only a certified laboratory can guarantee quality tests. Our measurements, calculations, and analyses both on-site and in the laboratory are ISO-certified.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL
This is to certify that the Quality Management System of:
LABORELEC
Linkebeek, Belgium
has been approved by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance to the following Quality Management System Standards:
ISO 9001 : 2008
The Quality Management System is applicable to:
Electrical system measurements:
Analysis of different electro technical problems through means of an extensive range of measurement equipment for currents and voltages and this on high and medium voltage networks. Accurate measurements and storage of currents and voltages to be able to execute detailed calculations in the field of power quality, electrical powers (active, reactive, apparent), transients (inrush currents, switching phenomena, protections, ...) and predictive maintenance analysis (motors, transformers, power electronic applications, ...). Further development and constant improvement of new electrical measurement systems with regard to these activities to be ready for the challenges of tomorrow.

Approval Certificate No: ANT06102

| Original Approval | 7 December 2005 |
| Current Certificate | 20 July 2010 |
| Certificate Expiry | 31 December 2011 |

Issued by: Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Antwerp Office
for and on behalf of Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited
Cases

Seamless integration of new generation unit
Total Petrochemicals integrated a new cogeneration unit into their site in Feluy, Belgium. Laborelec provided recommendations to ensure seamless integration of the unit into the existing internal and external electrical network:

• Well-founded proof of compliance with the Belgian grid code
• Retuning the protection selectivity parameters of the entire network
• Confirmation that the dimensioning was satisfactory to deal with a short circuit or overload

Selectivity study for complex and unusual grid
Grid operator Energie Electrique en Nouvelle-Calédonie (EEC) improved the selectivity of the electrical grid of Nouméa, the capital of New Caledonia. Since the network is large and complex, with particularities concerning selectivity, EEC relied on Laborelec’s experts to study and tune the protection relay parameters.

Predicting the interaction between decentralized generation and the grid
Laborelec developed models to simulate the interaction between wind turbine response and grid incidents. We analyzed the impact of voltage dips and frequency variations on wind turbine performance, and validated the results and models with on-site measurements. We also investigated and simulated the potential effects of wind turbines on the grid. Thanks to the study Laborelec can provide profound advice to industries and grid operators on the installation of new decentralized generation units.
Improving Synthetic Load Profiles with smart metering data

When dimensioning low and medium voltage grids, operators use Synthetic Load Profiles (SLPs) to simulate and predict the electricity consumption of households. Laborelec proved that smart metering data significantly improve SLPs’ capacity to deal with modern household loads. As a next step, we are integrating loads such as heat pumps, micro-CHP, and photovoltaic (PV) units into the SLPs.

Assuring compliance with specific safety standards

For the construction of a new state-of-the-art hospital, Laborelec was asked to support the engineering office in the dimensioning of the electrical installation on medium and low voltage. Laborelec redesigned the entire concept of the electrical network, making it compliant with the applicable safety standards. Special attention was drawn to a technical note (T013) that imposes extra design rules for the safe installation and operation of advanced medical equipment.
Five reasons for you to choose Laborelec

- Wide range of technical competencies in Electricity Generation, Grids, and End-Use
- Increased profitability and sustainability of your energy processes and assets
- Unique combination of contract research and operational assistance
- Independent advice based on certified laboratory and field analyses all over the world
- More than 50 years of experience
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Training needs?
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